(NEW EDITOR EDITION)

T. A. C. H.
(TOWN AND COUNTRY HARRIERS)
Volume 13-ish | Number 2-ish

Autumn 2016

Editorial

Simon Whittle

Welcome to my inaugural edition as editor. I would like to start by thanking my predecessor, Laura
Heape, for the editions produced under her editorship, which added colour and variety to the publication.
For my first edition, I have turned back the clock, trawled through the archives and drawn some stylistic
inspiration from some of the older editions. My intention is to publish RRN 4 times per year, typically
within 1-2 weeks of each Committee meeting.
In this issue, there are some fascinating and highly-individual insights into running from Emma Bagley,
Matt Milkins, Liz Noakes, Natasha Breen and Ivan Batchelor, some injury avoidance tips from my
osteopath, and a cracking recipe from Emma Postlethwaite. I’ve also included reports from several of the
Committee members: without the Committee, TACH would be disorganised chaos, with no Thursday
runs, no races, no TACH shirts and no social events.
The Thursday run list and Emma’s recipe are on the last two pages, so it should be easy to print out to
stick on the fridge (TACH fridge magnets anybody?)

Many thanks to everyone who contributed to this edition. Contributions are always welcome and should
be sent to simon@tensheds.co.uk
Simon
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The Thoughts of Chairman Graham
As Chairman of TACH, Simon asked me to write a few words. I was tempted to stop here but somehow
I didn't think that I would get away with it!

As a Committee we work together to ensure that
the club runs as smoothly as possible, this
includes ensuring that every Thursday evening
we have a run from a great pub and that there is
always a choice of 2 runs. The races we put on
every year are always really very popular with
other local clubs and always sell out very
quickly. This takes a lot of
behind
the
scenes
organisation. Out first ever
Ultra (The Butcombe Trail)
this
year
was
an
overwhelming success and
we are planning to run it
again next year. Antony
Clark and Matt Milkins
both put a great deal of hard
work into making this
happen. Thanks for this.
Our next race is The
Moorland Multi Terrain: it
is on the 29-Jan-2017 and
we aim to raise as much
money as possible for The
Avon Riding Centre (near
Blaise Castle). We have
changed the format slightly
this year with the view to
attracting
more young
people. If you have contacts with local schools,
youth clubs and or have children, or know
people with children, who may be interested
please can you advertise this event as widely as
possible? I believe that there may be flyers
available soon. These need to be distributed.
Sam Milkins is currently planning our Twelfth
Night dinner: this is an opportunity for us to get
together in true TACH style and celebrate what

a great club we are. It is also when The Green
Man Trophy is awarded; this is for the person
who has done the most for TACH in the
previous year and all members will have an
opportunity to vote. The TACH Championship
award is handed out to the person who has
amassed the most points during the calendar
year and The Shepherd’s
Crook is awarded to the
member who has been the
most
consistent
sheepdogger.

As we’re now well into the
autumn, can I remind
everyone to bring a change
of shoes for the Thursday
night pubs?

I can't finish this article to without my grateful
thanks for everyone who has volunteered this
year, so many people have given up so much
time into helping make this club a great success.

Onwards and upwards and I hope to see many of you on a run really soon.
Graham
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TACH Committee 2016-2017
The Committee meets 4 times per year, typically in November, February, May and August.

Chair:

Graham Bazley
graham@soya.demon.co.uk

Club Captain:

Helen King
drhelenking@googlemail.com

Secretary:

Emma Postlethwaite
emma.postlethwaite@gmail.com

Treasurer:

Claire Scaife
claireboorman@blueyonder.co.uk

Membership Secretary:

Natasha Breen
natbreen@hotmail.com

Race Director:

Matt Milkins
matt.milkins@gmail.com

Run Meister:

Joe Hussey
joehussey@yahoo.com

Run Meister:

Bubbles Young
bubbs_norm@hotmail.co.uk

Rough
Running News Editor:

Simon Whittle
simon@tensheds.co.uk

Kit Woman:

Cathy Fagg
catherinefagg@hotmail.com

Spiderman:

Jonathan Gledson
jonathan@millerdesign.co.uk

Marshal Meister:

Lucien Campbell-Kemp
herrbenz@hotmail.com

Social Secretary:

Sam Milkins
sam.milkins74@gmail.com

Member without
portfolio:

Liz Noakes
liznoakes100@yahoo.co.uk

Member without
portfolio:

Sam Edwards
samedwards@uwclub.net

Member without
portfolio:

Emila Zielinska
emivita@gmail.com

Website content editor:
(non-committee role)

Emma Bagley
emma.bagley@rocketmail.com
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Captain's Log

Helen King

TACH Championship: 10 Month Update
The clocks have changed; the yummy Mummys (and Daddys) with their ghoulish children have knocked
on our doors for sweets and there's only two months left to gather your Championship points for 2016.
Don't forget to renew your membership of TACH if you haven't already. I'll keep adding your points, but
if you're not a member before 1st January 2017 then you won't be eligible for a prize at the 12th Night
Dinner (random spot prizes as well as top three in the Championship). Your points from January to
October are now available on the Championship blog including a full spreadsheet. If you think the
number of points you've gained is wrong, please do let me know – I'm not infallible (nor is our data
collection system)! Please do chat to me on a Thursday night (I'm the one in the TACH bobble hat!) or
email me at tachchampionship@gmail.com
Here's a brief reminder of what's new for the Championship this year:
TACH Championship blog: for the latest news (including the Leaderboard), a list of past winners, the
points system and a form for entering your race participation – http://tachchampionship.wordpress.com
Monthly spot prizes: members who join mid-year don't have much incentive to participate in the
Championship. Now there's an opportunity to win a prize just for participating! Once a month a name
will be drawn at random from all those who accrued points during that month. The winners so far have
been:
 January - David Crossland;

 June – Phil Robson;

 February – Emma Bagley;

 July – Vikki Carter

 March – Ross Parker;

 August – Judith Chubb-Whittle

 April – Jonathan Gledson;

 September – Emilia Zielinska

 May – Clare Prosser;

 October – Mark Aston

Prizes for overall 1st, 2nd and 3rd place at the end of the year. The winner will receive the trophy to keep
for a year. The top three will receive some sort of goody-selection
A new, simplified points system. Everyone is keen to wear club kit / leisure wear anyway, so don't need
additional incentive via points. So we've simplified the system as follows:
2 = Run in an official Park Run*
5 = Attend a Thursday night training run
5 = Run in a race (5 points per day for a multi-day event e.g. mountain marathon)
10 = Lead a Thursday night training run (long or short)
10 = Run in a Championship race
10 = Help course set a TACH race
10 = Help out during a TACH race (e.g. marshalling, finish line, results)**

o
*The TACH Championship is about participation, not distance (5 km can be a marathon effort for
someone coming back from injury or just getting into running) and parkruns also offer a good opportunity
to do a timed event for those on lower incomes or with very busy lives! However, because the organisers
don't class them as races and given that they occur every week, then they are worth only 2 points each.
** Yes, that does mean you could earn 20 points for helping to course set AND helping during the race!
Happy running!
Helen
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Name
Catherine Fagg
Andy Fagg
Bubbles Young
Graham Bazley
Sam Edwards
Lucien Campbell-Kemp
Matt Milkins
Helen King
Liz Noakes
Judith Chubb-Whittle
Simon Whittle
Antony Clark
Natasha Breen
David Giles
Jonathan Gledson
Tom Hunt
Bruce Martin
Carolyn Dent
Tim Johnson
Emma Postlethwaite
Sue Baic
Ivan Batchelor
Pete Brown
Cindy Crossland
Ian Ruck
Joe Hussey
Luke Taylor
Rachel Foyle
Laura Heape
Mark Aston
Barbara Hunter
Chris Smart
Jayne King
Sam Milkins
Sue Low
Clare Prosser
Fiona Lithander
Jack Harvey
Emma Bagley
Chris Bloor
Mark Vogan
Rob Hick
Justin Marshall
Andy Grant
Erik Lithander
Tilly Shaw
Vikki Carter

TOTAL
446
430
380
335
320
302
285
280
255
230
225
215
210
200
180
167
165
165
165
160
159
150
145
140
135
135
130
125
120
120
110
105
105
105
105
100
100
100
98
95
95
95
90
85
85
85
85
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Name
Elizabeth Little
Phil Robson
Jim Plunkett-Cole
Nicky Hodges
Paul Rae
Ross Parker
Helen Celia
Paul Everall
Twila Moon
Jarek Turif
Rob Richard
Ruth Pitchers
David Crossland
Emilia Zielinska
Henry Orna
Rod Sterland
Roger Trubridge
Dave Bignell
Juan Carlos Palo Nieto
Matt Molton
Sara Vogan
Adrian Hodson
Heidi Evans
Patrick Winstone
Ellinor Bordeaux
Libby Bloor
Tim Seal
Amy Jones
Jeremy Hutchinson
Matthew Main
Ruth Cornish
Geoff Thomson
Chris Born
David Higginbotham
Ian Kilgarriff
Jayne Kerridge
Jonathan Riley
Kate Griffiths
Kate Whitfield
Ray Lovett
Rowan Baker
Tim Haysom
Tom Reynolds
Evan Griffiths
Richard Nicholls
William Richardson

TOTAL
80
75
70
70
60
60
55
55
50
45
45
45
40
40
40
40
40
35
35
35
35
30
25
25
20
20
20
15
15
15
15
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
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Races Wot We Have Run this Year
Those people entering their race details via the TACH Championship Blog
(https://tachchampionship.wordpress.com/results/) have the option to have their fabulous running
efforts included in Rough Running News. Here's some of what we've been up to since the last edition.
June:
5th - Bristol Tri Olympic (incl. 10k run):
Tom Hunt
9th - Ham to Lyme Ultra / 50K
Mark Aston
th
24 - Cotswold Way Ultra 4 day 105 miles
Liz Noakes
July:
2nd - Lakeland Trails 110km
Liz Noakes: Hard but great experience in pretty awful weather.
Saunders Mountain Marathon
Natasha Breen: Two Days
Bubbles Young: First TACH team home!
Cathy & Andy Fagg
7th - Tintern Trot
Bubbles Young
16th - Des chutes River 10km Bend Oregon USA
Liz Noakes: Fast flat short (for me) hot.
st
21 - Purdown Pursuit
Bubbles Young
25th - Bath Long Half (17 miles)
Bubbles Young
31st - Seaview 17
Bubbles Young: I did this race off several people’s recommendations.
I'll definitely be recommending to others!!
August:
1st - Mendip Marauder
Bubbles Young: Horrendously "well marked course" but amazing food and people.
50 miler next year!!
13th - Roseland August Trail (RAT)
Liz Noakes (32 miles): Hard don’t like steps!!
st
21 - Cheddar Gorge Challenge
Mark Aston (10k)
Bubbles Young (Marathon): So glad we only had to run up the gorge twice (I thought it was 3!)
September:
3rd - Butcombe Ultra
Andrew Grant: Challenging weather and course, just how it should be.
17th - Camelot Challenge / Half Marathon
Mark Aston
th
25 - Bath Circuit 20 miles
Bubbles Young: Superb route but no cake!!!
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October:
1st - Maverick Trail (11k)
Mark Aston
2nd - Portishead Multi Terrain 10k
Andrew Grant: Nice sunny day, great run.
Badminton Horseless 9 miles
Bubbles Young
th
9 - Mendip Muddle
Mark Aston
Bubbles Young: Run 77 miles this week and my legs were aching!!
th
16 - Mendip Outdoor Pursuits 10k
Mark Aston
Jeremy Hutchinson
th
30 - Herepath Half
Mark Aston

Membership

Natasha Breen

A warm welcome to all members, new and old: you are one of 88 special people to join our club. Please
join the Facebook Members-only group, if you haven't done so already, and let me know if you know of
anyone that didn't get a welcome email, which lists the benefits of being part of this great club, and the
weekly emails.
Happy running
Tasha

Treasurer's Trove

Claire Scaife

The finances were presented at the recent AGM, but here's the latest update:
We have received £680 in membership subscriptions in since the start of September. This includes
online subs up to the end of September, as these are paid to us in early October. Those paid online in
October will come into our account about now, probably about another £150 from the Sports Entry
Solutions system. We've also received the last race entries in for this year's Butcombe Trail as well as
£142 for next year's race already, and £62 for the MMT. The other significant income item is the £430
which Cathy has banked in respect of kit sales made over the last year.
Most of the Butcombe expenses have now gone out too. The only outstanding items on Butcombe 2016
are our cheque donation, which hadn't been cashed as at 31 October, and the donation we are
expecting in from Butcombe Brewery, which hasn't yet arrived.
Generally no problems to report on the financial side, the bank balance is still looking healthy, and so
we were able to make a £250 contribution to the Mendip Hills fund out of TACH funds. We are still in
a position to be making donations / putting on club events and training as the committee see fit.
Claire
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Kit Korner

Cathy Fagg

As Kitwoman (I hate the official term Kitmeister), I sell a range of tops with the TACH logo and on
Thursday nights, I can lend out a few hi-viz vests and torches to newbies or members who have forgotten
their own.

TACH Running Tops
The running tops are made in a breathable lightweight fabric. They are machine washable and although
it's against the instructions I have tumble-dried ours repeatedly; you can judge for yourself whether it
works. The choice is:

Description

Size

Price

Men's and women's vests

30" - 42"

£14.55

Old-style men's vests (The Nipplegrater)

38" only

£5.00

Unisex short-sleeved T-shirts

30" - 42"

£17.65

Unisex long-sleeved T-shirts

30" - 42"

£18.30

Short-Sleeved Ts
Stocks of short-sleeved Ts are a bit low after the summer so I'll be placing a new order soon, but I've got
most sizes of long-sleeved Ts and vests. This is the current stock:

SIZE

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

Ladies' vests

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

Men’s vests old style

0

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

Men’s vests new style

0

0

0

3

0

2

3

3

Short-sleeve Ts

3

4

1

0

0

2

0

2

Long sleeve Ts

4

3

4

4

1

4

2

3

Green Man Ts old

0

6

0

0

0

0

4

0

Green Man Ts new M

0

0

4

0

5

0

0

0

Hi-viz vests

6 to loan

Headtorches

3 to loan
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TACH Pub Tops
I also have a stock of white cotton T-shirts with the green man logo in a range of sizes. They cost £12.
I'm out of women's Ts so I'll add them to the order.

Hoodies
From time to time I place an order for hoodies. The hoodies cost £27 last time we ordered.
I'll be placing an order at the end of November. To choose the style and colour of your hoody:
1. Check the choice on http://www.linela.co.uk. Email me at catherinefagg@hotmail.com with your
style, colour and size
2. Pay me £27
I'll then place a bulk order and ensure that the green man logo is the right way round. Please do not order
direct - it uses such confusion.

TACH Shoe Bags
Helen King carries a stock of TACH shoe bags. They're great for keeping the mud off the rest of your kit,
but they are definitely not machine washable.

Other items
Let me know if you think anything else would be useful. I know from experience that most firms have a
high minimum order and a fairly narrow range of stock but I'm happy to see what's available.
Cathy
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Social Events

Sam Milkins

Twelfth Night 2017
Hi everyone!
Our 12th Night Celebrations have been booked at The Greenbank,
Easton on Saturday 7th January 2017 from 19.30 until Midnight
at £15 per person.
Buffet style food (pizzas, hummus etc.) will be provided by them
from their menu. I know they are good with gluten free etc. so I
think this covers most of us. Apologies to those that enjoyed the
dinner format but prices are getting too high. We'll also have a
disco to dance the night away with an amazing DJ at a hugely
discounted rate. The bar will also be open!
If any of you would like to help out with any of the finer details
(table decorations etc) please do get in touch. Any help welcome.
The deadline for ticket purchases is Friday 16th December!
Cash can be given to me via Matt on Thursday night runs (in an
envelope with your name on please) or PayPal to
sam.walker74@gmail.com using Tools, Send Money, Send to
friends and family in the UK.
I can also provide bank details for those wishing to transfer direct. Please email me if you have any
questions.

TACH Summer BBQ / Picnic
It's a long year between 12th Night Celebrations, so in 2016 we added a Summer Gathering. TACH's
event shelter got to make an extra appearance along with the flags up on the Ashton Court Estate, the
BBQ was quite literally assembled on-site and thanks to Carolyn Dent, the children were entertained with
a mini orienteering event. It was a very relaxing event with lots of eating and lots of chatting, plus the
bonus of it being completely family-friendly meant it gave some of us the chance to take part together
whereas we'd normally be juggling childcare. It was a huge success and hopefully one that will get more
popular with each year. A provisional date of Sunday 20th August 2017 has been pencilled in the diary
for next year.
Sam
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Social Runs and Outings
Tuesday Runs
Jarek and Emila have revived the Tuesday night runs. They leave the bottom gate to the Stoke Park
Estate at 7.15pm for typically one hour of running (20 minutes warm-up, 20 minutes hill reps and 20
minutes warm down) Check the TACH Members Group on Facebook for the latest updates.

Green Goddess (Liz Noakes)
Hello all runners. We are planning again to organise a run round the Green Goddess route on the
weekend before Christmas. Unfortunately for us, although lucky for her, Clare Prosser, cannot make it
this year as she'll be living it up in New Zealand! So Liz, assisted by Graham, has accepted the baton of
organisation. It’s around 29 miles around Bath, virtually all off road of course! You can do half of it or
other parts if the logistics can be sorted. Ideally we need a few support people with cars to help out. If
you're interested contact Liz or Graham.
We are running on Sun 18th December from The Boathouse BA1 3NB - by the Newbridge Park and
Ride, Bath. We will meet from 08:00 onwards and LEAVE at 08:30 promptly as we need the daylight.

New Year's Eve Runs
As an alternative last day for Kx365/Kx366 participants, who normally run the "traditional" Green Man
Challenge on New Year's Eve, there are ongoing online discussions (both within and outside TACH):
o

The Green Man Challenge (~45 miles) from The Ashton pub near Long Ashton.

o

The South Bristol Circular, which is a 23 mile loop, linking green spaces. It starts at Temple
Meads, and passes through Brislington, Stockwood and Whitchurch then up onto Dundry,
returning via Ashton Court and Hotwells.
http://www.bristolramblers.org.uk/images/pdfs/Other/South Bristol Circular Walk_v4.pdf

o

A full-or partial Gordano Round

o

The Circuit-of-Bath, which is similar to the Green Goddess, but clings closer to the city and reuses surprisingly few paths (used for the annual Julian House sponsored walk/run).

For the Green Man, take a look at the Green man Challenge Facebook page, for the middle two, keep
an eye on the Kx365 - The Last Day Facebook page, and for the latter, ask Judith Chubb-Whittle. Or
why not finish the year in real style by linking all four?

New Year Peak District Outing (Jarek and Emila)
For those who do not know what to do yet for their New Years’ time off, Jarek and Emila are heading
to the Peak District from 30-Dec to 02-Jan and will be staying in the cosy YHA Castleton Manor youth
hostel, which is a 4* refurbished Gothic manor. Lots of great runs on the doorstep. Check the TACH
Members Group on Facebook.

Exmoor Bunkhouse weekend trip in 2017 (Laura Heape)
I think we can call it a tradition now can't we?? I'm going to reserve this soon for March/April. Great
weekend staying in cosy cottage with bunkrooms on the Exmoor coast near Lynton. For running,
mountain biking or whatever you want to do! I'm going to book either 8th/9th April (first weekend of
Easter hols, I believe) or 25th/26th March. Any preferences? 1 hour more daylight on April date and last
year we got to sit out in the sun with our cups of tea and cake and soak up the view!
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In the News!

Editor’s note: if you aren’t running Rok the Stones on 04-Feb-2017, but would be willing to marshal (and
cheer-on weary TACHers) for a couple of hours, in return for cakes, nibbles and the infamous veg chilli,
please contact the RtS Marshal Meister: phil@philtownshend.co.uk.
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Staircase Infinities

Ivan Batchelor

There are many moments in an event which one
may remember, but there are equally many
which I do not remember, most likely as I'm too
busy thinking about how nice that last cup of tea
or that cheese and pickle sandwich I have just
had, were. It is important that one considers
carefully the relative merits of the cup of tea here
and the simple sandwich there, mainly in pursuit
of forgetting that right now, twenty-three miles
into the third day, a blister has just made an
unpleasant popping noise and is doing its best to
indicate to the runner in question that perhaps
this was a bad idea after all. That said, I can just
about remember enough moments from day
three of the Atlantic Coast Challenge 2016 to
prevent this becoming The Raven That Stared
At Me A Bit (And Other Stories).

Look to the east on the third day, at sun rise. It
is beautiful.

It is a dark morning in
October, although that
might just be because
the sun has not yet
risen. I wake up in a
thin-walled
caravan,
thankful that for one
night, my Mother's
snoring
from
the
adjacent room hadn't
kept me awake. I have
to register that I am
starting the third day in
a row, going southwards along the west coast of
Cornwall. The sky is largely clear and I have to
return to the caravan to get the correct map. It
seems that I took yesterday's maps to kit check.
At a half minute walk from the caravan, this
return trip to the HQ is not overly arduous, but
is delaying me from participating in a favourite
activity of mine – eating a lot. It is approximately
seven o'clock. I am on a minibus to the other side
of the estuary from where I finished yesterday.
We are dropped-off and start out along the coast
path. It is a pleasant morning, and it is beginning
to get light. We are heading towards St. Ives, and
are situated in a part of the path largely shaded
by trees. Everything turns a rich, golden red.

It is a warm day, and
the first check point is
quite some way from
the
start.
I
am
beginning to wish I had
another bottle. The
terrain is starting to get
rocky, and the cliffs are
starting to get higher. I
do not see any dolphins
today.
There
is
confusion at the top of
one ridge as to which
path is correct. Eventually we come to the
correct path, and we carry on along here. The
check point does not come soon enough. There
are familiar faces both on the way to-and-from
the check point, as there is a small path which
has to be run twice.
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It is a long time since I have been to St. Ives,
probably in the region of fifteen years. It still has
the same feel as I would expect it to have – a
sleepy town by the sea, it makes me think of
Under Milk Wood. Time passes. Listen. Time
passes. Some of the other runners are slightly
unsure of the direction to take around some of
the small streets heading away from the sea. We
soon find ourselves going up a small hill.
Sometime later, we are out of touch in the wild
again. This is my favourite place to be. One does
not need to worry about whether the electricity
bill is coming up next week, or whether one is
out of tea. Keep the sea on the right, and all will
be fine.

The path is becoming very rocky now, and
hopping between the rocks is the order of the
day. At some point, another familiar face,
broadly smiling, clearly enjoying the rocks,
comes past. For quite some time, we see a
luminous pink coat slowly fade into the distance
ahead. We are expecting to be overtaken at any
moment by another face, similarly effervescent.
The path goes around a small outcrop, and
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down. We are going to be crossing a small
stream soon. Once we have crossed to the other
side, a blue coat, topped with a head of white
hair, comes around the outcrop. Now is the
time. Slowly, we are being gained upon. The
inevitable cannot be stopped, nor can it be
delayed particularly effectively. It is like a horror
film, we are being gained upon with the
efficiency of a Japanese Maglev train.
We are caught in the headlights of a warm
greeting, a pleasant smile, and the knowledge
that next time this
meeting will happen,
the two of us who have
been caught will be
completely knackered,
but that the owner of
the coat will have been
at the terminus for well
over an hour. We
continue along the
rocky path, watching
blue vanish after the
long-absent pink.
Checkpoint two is at a difficult location, and
while inconvenient, it is also where it needs to
be. It must have taken quite the effort to get all
the gear here. There are more familiar faces here,
although not as fast moving this time. I pick up
that cheese sandwich which I desire, and while I
am heading over to obtain some tea, three
people, previously behind me, suddenly appear
in between myself and the distributor of liquid
refreshment. I say nothing of my irritation at this
unexpected lack of protocol. I am soon on my
way.
Much later, there is a climb towards a tin mine.
Although the mine is itself disused, the lure of
the industrial past clearly attracts much interest.
A collection of Cornish flags can be viewed here.
I note that its monochrome nature surely must
indicate its design predates the invention of
colour. That dates it to certainly before the 1920s
at least.
A group of runners who must have set off in a
later wave can be found at the top here, and I am
not sure whether the comment about sprinting to
the finish from here, at least another eight miles,
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is a silly joke or ill-advised bravado. It seems it
could be either. They head off down a path, only
to catch us up again later, when it transpires said
path was incorrect. Clearly it would have been
faster to take a little more time to know where
one is going.
Checkpoint three arrives. In a successful attempt
to wind-up the other of the two of us, I increase
my pace briefly. The indignant shout from
behind amuses me greatly. The cheese sandwich
following this also pleases me somewhat. The
pickle in it had the
perfect crunch and
acidity at that moment
in time.
We head downhill.
Suddenly there is a
sharp pain in the foot as
a blister gives way. This
will make the last six
miles rather fun. There
is more rock-hopping
ahead, and before the
final town, there is a
sandy stretch. I am not a fan of sand, although,
clearly there are people enjoying it on the beach.
It is a big weekend for surfing, partly due to the
tidal conditions and the magnificent weather.
I am running along the high street of the village,
and then I go up the stairs. They feel like yet
another infinite staircase. The other has dropped
back a bit now, but is not far behind. I am excited
about the prospect of devouring a large, hot
pasty, and as I near the top of the hill, I notice
that the flags of the finish line are still a little way
off. The sky moves sideways, and the endpoint
ever further away. I will have my prize.
Eventually I am greeted at the end by the owners
of the pink and the blue which once receded
steadily into the distance. It is a welcome which
anyone would themselves welcome, and the
culinary delight which follows is also very much
welcomed, although I delay my enjoyment of
this until the other has arrived. A usual suspect
expresses that he had felt the same feeling of
inevitability seeing us closing the distance on
that lengthy final approach.
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Butcombe Trail Ultra
After stepping-in a month before to enter the
Rok the Stones marathon, my first off-road
marathon, which I really enjoyed, I set my sights
on a new challenge, the Butcombe Trail Ultra,
which Matt Milkins assured me was flat!
Having no idea what the route was like I
believed him! I gathered information from the
pros, from listening to Liz Noakes talk about
back- to-back long runs, to Bubbles Young talk
about her love of running and eating pizza and
tried different things. I roped a friend, Clive from
Westbury Harriers, into running as I needed the
moral support and our
constant
chatter.
Clive had been a great
friend to run the
coastal path with,
with his constant
banter and singing all
the way. Poor Clive
had only run 20 miles
during his training; he
trusted
me
with
navigation, ha!, ha!:
anyone that really
knows me knows how
bad my navigation is!
I wondered how I
would get round the
course in the cut-off time, as I did a recce of the
second half with another friend and took 8
hours! I voiced my concerns to Matt and Antony
who told me I would be fine. I managed to get
myself and my training partner, Hayley Corr,
lost on our recce a few times, so little did Clive
know what he was letting himself in for! Hayley
got injured on one of our recces and we made a
feeble attempt at hitching to get back to our car.
During the week leading-up to the ultra I took a
break from training and went to London,
returning the day before. Hungover! Then
ensued a frantic search of the loft and my clothes
cupboards in search of a compass (that I have a
tiny idea how to use) and compulsory kit. My
torch wouldn't work and I assured my husband
that it was broken beyond repair as he proceeded
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Natasha Breen
to successfully replace the batteries. Why leave
everything to the last minute? Hungover?
So the big day arrives and Clive is brave enough
to join me. We head to the start with Draycott
Hill loaming large as life ahead of us and we are
off. Us mere mortals walk the hill as Clare
Prosser flies up the hill like a mountain goat. We
run part of the Strawberry Line and me and
Clive get to know each other in ways you
shouldn't have to as I have to go to the toilet for
the second time. We arrive at our first
checkpoint greeted by the lovely faces of Helen
and Lucien and grab a
flat coke and sweets. I
have pizzas in my
backpack; one savoury,
one chocolate which I
later catch Clive trying to
chuck away! I suppose
chocolate pizza is not for
everyone!
We get up to near Crook
Peak and the weather
hits us: we have trained
in sunshine and on dry
ground,
today
it's
pouring down, which
leads to fog and poor
visibility
and
rocky
slippery descents. Another friendly checkpoint
at Bleadon,
I can't express how much the marshals'
encouragement spurred me on and then it was
on to the Swan at Rowberrow where I saw the
happy faces of Bubbles, Graham and Phil. I took
some pain killers as I started to have a pain on
the inside of my left leg in my quads and calves.
They didn't make much difference but the
placebo effect and having them in my pocket
spurred me on. Turns out it was a spasm in my
leg which lasted for two weeks: every time I ran.
We then continued our run through some very
barren exposed hills over Black Down, with the
wind and rain lashing us. We emerged to be
greeted by Liz and Sam in the middle of
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nowhere: another lovely boost as they
encouraged us telling us we are doing well. We
then arrive at the Ring o' Bells in Compton
Martin to have some delicious home-made
carrot cake courtesy of Sam Milkins and big
cheers of support and encouragement from
Nailsea Running Club
who seem to have put
on a great support crew.
We then pass through
West Harptree to be
greeted
by
Jim
Plunkett-Cole,
the
founder of the 365
challenge, which has
changed my running
forever. A muddy
struggle
uphill
to
Prospect Stile, gives us
none of the expected views as the visibility is
poor today.
We arrive at the Ring o' bells in Hinton Blewitt
and have a little dance to the music, a warm
welcome from Andy and Cathy, and hot cup of
tea. I then inform Clive that we only have a half
marathon left - by the look on his face he knows
exactly every mile left and metre! Clive had not
been his usual juke box self and I think he was
maybe regretting his
spontaneous entry to
the Ultra! We met some
lovely people running
the ultra and exchanged
stories along the way.
We headed off again
and were greeted in the
pouring rain by Sara
Marshall and Liz Little,
who helped us across
the road and imparted
some much needed encouragement, then into
Stockhilll Wood, our feet squishing in the mud
and up a hill that is surrounded by ancient burial
sites, but these are not visible as the fog has set
in. It then dawns on me as we wander about
trying to find an animal feeding trough point of
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reference, that maybe it's better to use huge
telephone poles as markers instead! We find our
way through and head into Priddy to be greeted
by the gorgeous zombies and some more delights
to get us through the last 4 miles. Another lesson
learnt, don't try to run and eat crisps as a choking
episode started!
Behind us we were
being caught up by
three figures on a
difficult-to-navigate
part of the Mendips as
the visibility was so
bad. My heart sank as I
realised there was a
lady in the group and I
thought how frustrating
it would be to be
overtaken in the last
two miles, but yay she was a supporter that had
come to get a fellow runner around the last bit. I
navigated us all round and James Wotton took
the lead, which was fair really if he still had that
much energy.
We hit the finish holding hands, Clive and I
coming in joint place and we're so happy to see
the faces of Matt and Antony who had made this
day possible. I was second lady, yay.
The following two days
were painful with my
legs stuck in the bent
position in bed and me
asking for walking
sticks and a wheelchair.
I went to run the coastal
path the week after but
had to stop due to pain.
Luckily I saw the
amazing physio, Dave
Alder, and was told it
was a spasm that could be massaged and
stretched out.
I would recommend this ultra: if I can do it
anyone can. The support along the course was
amazing, the food stations something else. The
course was beautiful, shame about the weather.
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Jim Gump

Jim Plunkett-Cole
Well it’s been an amazing journey so far. I'm afraid that I've not had much
time for doing my usual blogging, especially over the last ten days as the
school visits started (and they often take a whole day as well as the 17
mile minimum run to fit in). However, the first 'phase' of Jim Gump is
almost over. The RV goes back at the weekend and Phase 2 begins. I hope
to tell you a little bit more about that shortly. In the meantime, here's a
quick recap....



6 weeks of running (average of 22 miles + per day against the Forrest Gump target of 17...so well
ahead of schedule.)



4 school visits with the Talk & Run session delivered almost 10 times



Around 700 children...many of whom who have gone home and told
mum and dad about being more active, and less sedentary



3 TV stations and the front cover of two local newspapers



A feature in the Washington Post



Almost 1,000 miles run along scalding hot roads, the Gulf Coast and across bayou after beautiful
bayou.



Alligators, turtles, wild pig, river otters, snakes, huge spiders, squirrel, possum, skunk, stag &
deer, egret, heron, raccoon...



...mosquito

I've met many people. I've learned a few things about America and its
people. I've enjoyed it.
In my mind it has been, so far, as successful as I had hoped it would
be. I have always maintained, that if I came to the US and did Jim
Gump and no-one was interested, well I have always maintained that
I would return to the UK and take it from there. Well...it's been a
success. So I'm going to hold out for as long as I can, with the limited
funds (and diminishing funds), that I have. So Phase 2 begins next
week, and I'll give you some more info on that soon. All I can say right now is that, due to no support
crew or RV, that it will have to be slightly different to Phase 1.
For anyone who wishes to donate and support Jim Gump and keep it going, whether you are US or UK
or elsewhere, you can donate at the link below. The school visits are provided free of charge to the
schools, so any donations from happy parents are more than welcome:
https://www.pledgesports.org/usa/
Here's to everyone who has supported me so far...whether with a donation, a shout, a
honk, a lift home, a like, a share...a smile...
...each of these things makes it all that little bit easier, that little bit more fun...
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How not to run an Ultra: The Plague 2016

Matt Milkins

Mudcrew's Roseland August Trail Festival incorporates four different routes, which follow the same
section of coastline, with runners from different routes joining each other at different points along the
way. The weekend, which is brilliantly organised, with camping, catering, a bar and post-race disco, was
attended by a large number of TACHers, who between them ran the White RAT (11 miles), the Red
RAT (20 miles), the Black RAT (32 miles) and The Plague, or Green RAT (64 miles / 100 km).
I suppose the start of this tale goes back to 2015
when I failed to finish that year's version of The
Plague. A few health issues had left me unable
to run for a period of time, leaving me just 6
weeks of proper running to prepare for the race;
I managed 53 miles before having to pull out
with a knee injury and although deep-down I
knew I had done my best, I still felt like a
complete failure, and didn't feel I'd earned my
post-race burger. Anyway after contemplating
retirement (I really was feeling sorry for myself),
I quickly changed my mind and vowed to come
back and get uninfected in 2016.
I knew motivation wasn't going to be a problem,
but just in-case, I signed-up with Sam for the
2016x365 challenge. I'm not sure if the challenge
itself improved my fitness but it gave me the kick
up the ass I needed to get out the door every day
and this in turn encouraged me to be consistent
with the training.
Anyway, after months of
training and a few halfdecent performances (for
me anyway) in some
warm-up races, I was
feeling pretty good and
full of confidence. Then
with less than 4 weeks to
go disaster struck, I had a
slight tightening of the
right calf, which in turn
was causing me pain
across the shin. Obviously with an important
race coming up I assumed the worst and
expected my leg to fall off, it didn't and a bit of
rolling and reduced running soon had the niggle
under control. The only other thing that did
affect me in the lead up was a weird cold that the
wife had kindly shared, this in turn led to a
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chesty cough that I still haven't been able to
shake completely.
Unfortunately, Sam wasn't joining me in
Cornwall for the race so on the Friday morning
I travelled down to Porthpean via Plymouth
where I took time-out to stop for lunch with my
mother. I was well relaxed when I arrived,
pitched my tent early, chatted with a few other
TACH runners as they arrived and then tried to
get a couple of hours sleep. As I had forgotten
my earplugs I couldn't really sleep so got back up
at 21:00 for a bowl of muesli and some fruit. Kit
was checked and repacked and then off to the
race briefing at 23:30 and it was just after this
that I made my first mistake. For some strange
reason I decided to have a quick espresso just
before the start of the race, something I never
normally do but they were free so that may have
had something to do with it. Graham, who was
also running The Plague then kindly gave me
some
chocolate
coated coffee beans.
As you can probably
imagine I was now
buzzing and couldn't
wait to get going. I
had decided to go out
strong at the start and
position myself in
about twentieth place
so as to not get too far
behind
at
the
beginning, as passing
on the coast path is
quite difficult and starting towards the back can
cost a lot of time in the early stages.
Unlike last year, the race started with a slow
guided section to the start of the coast path at
Porthpean Beach and the pace seemed painfully
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slow, so in my highly caffeinated state, I ran
along merrily near the front. As soon as we
reached the coast path we were let go on our
own, with the pace being led by UK ultrarunner-of-the year Dan Lawson; at this point I
was sat a few places back and quite happy with
the pace. We reached the first hill and I
immediately realised I'd made another mistake
in my planning, my strategy was to run the short
hills on the way out, walk the longer ones, and
then see where I was on the way back.
Unfortunately as the race starts just after
midnight it was dark so knowing how short or
long a hill was turned out to be a bit tricky! Also
at the sight of the first hill everybody except Dan
Lawson dropped back leaving me as the only
person he had to talk to. Being a kind sort of fella
I didn't feel I could just stop running and leave
him chatting to himself so ran alongside him
discussing the fact he went to university in
Bristol and his performance at Badwater three
weeks before. With Dan being a nice chap as
well he encouraged me to lead for a bit, I
declined his kind offer pointing out the pace was
fine and I'd never led any race before and didn't
want to start now. Obviously his reaction to this
was to slow up and encourage me even more, so
another mistake and being an idiot I took the
lead.
I ran at what I felt was a comfortable pace
reaching Pentewan in just over 53 minutes,
which was only slightly quicker than planned. At
this point I had a bit of a shock as I somehow
had pulled out a lead over the rest of the field, it
turned out that Dan had taken a wrong turn and
as everybody else was far too sensible to overtake
him they had also gone the wrong way. Now the
sensible thing would have been to slow right up
and wait for the rest of the pack but as I'm rarely
sensible and was enjoying my moment of glory,
I decided to see how far I could get before being
caught. The next section to Gorran isn't quite as
difficult as the first leg but it isn't exactly flat
either. Continuing the theme of being an idiot, I
ran this section a good 10 minutes faster than I
should have and also took a nasty tumble,
banging the knee that had troubled me the year
before. I ran into the second check point still in
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the lead but by now a large pack had caught up
with me. I decided to allow the pack to leave
before me and settled in just behind in about 8th
place. After a few miles I started to feel a bit tired
and went through a period of negative mental
thoughts, I convinced myself that I'd gone out
way too fast and that's why I was feeling tired;
this negative attitude caused me to slow down
and didn't lift until I reached the fourth check
point at Portscatho.
Leaving the check point, I suddenly realised that
it was still possible to make the half way point at
St Anthony inside 7 hours so immediately
speeded-up, something I'd decided wasn't
possible a few minutes before. I made it just
inside 7 hours and, without stopping, turned
around and headed back towards the start, this
time in daylight.
The next two legs went well and I actually ran
them quicker than I did on the way out, this
probably had something to do with the more
positive state of mind I was in and definitely a
lesson I've learned. I arrived at Portloe in 9 hours
54 minutes; this was a little behind my planned
schedule of a 15-hour finish but at this point I felt
fine.
I was already in trouble by the time I left the
checkpoint but didn't realise it at the time, I had
made another stupid mistake. I've always been
lucky in that I can usually eat anything on an
ultra without getting any stomach issues but I
usually leave drinking Coke or Red Bull to the
later stages. This time I started drinking it at the
second checkpoint and by the time I'd got to
Portloe found it was the only thing I could
stomach and then it still made me feel sick.
I reached Portholland in reasonable time at
which point, I was caught and passed by a fast
approaching Clare Prosser (running the Black
RAT). Obviously I could have stayed with her to
the end but decided to stop for a Red Bull instead
as she ran off into the distance (believe that and
you'll believe anything). The next checkpoint
was Gorran Haven, the point I'd retired at the
year before. The stomach issues had started to
slow me down so I'd lost a bit more time on my
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schedule and worse I now found I couldn't even
stomach water, which considering how hot it
had become, was not good news.
One of the best bits about running The Plague is
the support you receive from the other runners
who are doing shorter
distances and my spirits
were immediately lifted as
I left Gorran Haven by the
runners waiting to start the
White RAT. A huge cheer
went up as I passed
through them, while they
waited for their own start,
I would have shed a tear
but being dehydrated
couldn't spare the water. I
found this leg really tough
and lost more time,
arriving at Pentewan in
just under 14 hours. I
probably wasn't looking particularly well at this
point as other non-Plague runners were shoved
to one side to make space for me at the
checkpoint. I was now severely dehydrated (the
pee test colour was dark brown with a tinge of
red) but only managed to drink half a cup of
Coke, although I did leave with an ice pop as
well.
Now anyone who has run the RAT will tell you
that the last leg is without doubt the toughest
section of the race with lots of uneven steps and
no flat sections to recover on. I can honestly say
that I've never felt so bad as I did during this leg,
there wasn't a cloud in the sky to hide the blazing
sun, and for the first time in history on the coast
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not a breath of wind either. I couldn't get any
fluids down and I was definitely paying for the
over-ambitious start. Any thoughts of finishing
in a certain time had long been forgotten but I
also knew I'd make it to the finish. Eventually
you can sense the end (that's the end of the race
not the end of me) and even hear people
cheering, don't be fooled
though, as the finish is still
a couple of steep climbs
away. Eventually the
coastal path comes to an
end at Porthpean and the
only section left is the
climb back up to the finish,
I crossed the line with a
smile on my face in 15
hours 49 minutes for 21st
place, not what I hoped,
for but happy enough to
record a finish.
Luckily I started to recover
quite quickly once I stopped running and
managed to get some much needed fluid down
my throat, this included Cathy's cup of tea she'd
got for herself: I will be forever grateful.
Unfortunately, I couldn't really stomach my
celebratory burger that I'd been looking forward
to that evening and completely missed the after
event disco that was going on just outside my
tent as I slept completely through it.
I learnt some big lessons on this event and
although I vowed never to come back after
finishing I'll be back next year to try and improve
my time and position.
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Kx365

Emma Bagley

Insignificant, innocuous and habitual. Three words you probably would not use to describe an exercise
challenge. Yet these are the terms I am left with after nearly two years of the 365 challenge. It wasn't
always like that, and certainly when I started out the words were likely to include impossible, crazy and
knackered.
For those less familiar with the challenge, the
365 is all about doing, exercising or moving for
365 days, every day and with no rest day. Whilst
Ron Hill has been running every day for
decades, a more modern version was established
by TACH member Jim Plunkett-Cole in 2013.
He set out to run 10km every day with his dog
Alfredo (since departed from this doggy life).
Jim wanted folk to get back to their roots, getting
out there every-day, in
the same way huntergatherers did back in the
Stone Age. Modern
living lends itself to
sedentary lifestyles, and
it’s all too easy to
become a couch potato
Little Stoke Parkrun
and generally not get
(before it got axed)
out in the fresh air.
I started out on the 365
challenge a couple of days before the end of
2014. It didn’t happen by design, it just turned
out that way. I had done a few days of exercise
in a row and just carried on. On New Year’s Eve
2014 I just decided, quite spontaneously to do it.
To join in. To throw caution to the wind. To put
my best foot forward. For those who know me,
they will realise this is a little out of character, as
I really do like to plan things in advance, with
contingencies, plan B’s and Cs etc. But as it
happened this venture worked out without
plans, contingencies or a huge load of grief.
That’s not to say the 365 challenge isn’t hard because it is, although not in the usual sense. It
is not excessive, arduous or impossible (unless
you make it so). After all, the 365 is your own
challenge. A personal undertaking. A voluntary
expedition. No-one had a gun to my head at the
start, and they still don’t. People seem to assume
that there is a 365 ‘police’ out there following
every day, every Facebook post and monitoring
your Endomondo. It is for you to decide how
you conduct the challenge. The reality is that
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you are your own guide, judge and jury. No-one
will bemoan you if your 365 challenge ends, or
if you want to pack things in.
There was a personal rationale for doing the 365
challenge. I get seasonally affected and wanted
to see if the challenge could help me through the
winter months and get me out into the daylight
a little every-day. If you are seasonally affected,
the lack of sunlight
during the autumn and
winter months can have
a real impact both
mentally and physically.
Everyone is different,
but a typical impact
could include tiredness,
lethargy, lower mood
and increased appetite.
In the spring, there may
be an improvement in
mood (think spring flowers, Easter bunnies etc.).
I wanted to test, experiment and even liberate
myself into a new way of thinking and doing. I
had tried every other kind of self-care for my
mental health and wanted to try something new.
The 365 challenge proved a good remedy. It
helped me tackle the downturn in mood that
being seasonally affected had on me. I had my
daylight fix more often, got my body going and
had all those lovely happy chemicals streaming
around me. I didn’t have the same levels of poor
mental health that winter than I had had
previously. For me this was a bit of an
evangelical moment: Moses on the mount
situation, Archimedes in the bath etc. Yet the
impact may not be the same for everyone. It
helped me, but all the usual disclaimers apply
here that it may not help you, so do get
professional advice about health stuff.
Whilst everyone has their individual challenge,
mine was to complete 1km of walking, running,
swimming or cycling. This was my baseline - my
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bare minimum. I hardly had to touch it though.
What became the case is that I ended up doing a
lot more. The consistency however, kept me on
the straight and narrow. The low target gave me
permission to do the short distance, as necessary.
Because when you start out on anything it is
tempting to go straight into something all guns
blazing. If you don’t use a little restraint and
treat yourself kindly you may fall flat on your
face.

became engrained into my very being. I was
starting to run and cycle commute. I was doing
it at lunchtime, after work, at weekends, at home
and on holiday. I was doing it alone, with others,
with family and as a running club. I exercised
morning, day and even last thing at night.

My challenge came to an end one day in 2016
when I simply forgot to go out. No great shakes,
injuries or profound reasons. I was not forced
out through exhaustion or some catastrophic
I chose to log my exploits through Facebook,
event. It all came down to human error. They
and I am sure that if you wanted to, you could
say that to err, is to be human. Back in that
follow chapter and verse of my trials and
moment I did not beat myself up. I was not
tribulations (see 2016kx365emmab). I won’t go
relieved. I was not ready for a break. I just said
into the detail here; but I will pull out a few fond
to myself “oh well”, dusted myself down and
memories from 2015:
carried on my life as normal. But my life was not
normal any more (if there is such a thing as
Cheese rolling at Cooper’s Hill
normal). As my body was used to its exercise
Clarendon Way and Stroud Trails Marathons
once a day. It had become
Cotswold Way Relays
akin to the expectant dog sat
Cheese Rolling
Running near my Dad’s
by the door waiting for its
at Cooper's Hill
house in the Sierra Blanco
walk. And what happened
mountains in Spain
next was remarkable. I just
naturally and quietly carried
Extreme ironing up Pen-yon. And within a week, after
fan
the solitary day off I was
Park runs
back on the trail again.
TACH runs
Admittedly I was returning
Run leading for a couple of
back to Day 1 but in itself I
clubs
was starting a new challenge.
I did complete my 365 days,
And before I knew it I was
and went on at the end to
up to a week, month, 3
complete 500 odd days in
months and the landmarks
one stretch, with no days
came crashing down again. I
missed. I came to the end not
carried on my Facebook
feeling
any
sense
of
blogging, and the rest they
accomplishment, proud or
say is history. Perhaps in
ennobled. I was just the same person as I started
another RRN I will write about the following
the challenge; the same flesh and blood. The
challenge as it went further into 2016.
difference was that the exercise had become a
habitual way of being. After a few months’ it
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Lakeland Trails 110km (July 2017)

Liz Noakes

My longest run ever (so far)
It was with trepidation that I set off on the drive up to the Lakes on a Thursday in early July. After last
year’s long tedious Friday afternoon drive to run the 55km version of the race I was trying to avoid the
falling out of the car and starting to run scenario so Thursday seemed a better bet. Definitely the right
decision as arrived in Kendal for an overnight stop and slept off the journey in a bed before the race which started at midnight on Friday in Ambleside.
How do you spend a day waiting? Well I went
canoeing on Windermere, bought a 'panic' pair
of new running shoes (long story but yes I did Inov8 Terraclaws which proved to be like
slippers and I raced the last 15 miles in them never worn before....) And I went to the little
cinema in Ambleside - along with quite a few
other runners resting and filling in the time!
Eventually as evening approached I ate my prerace meal and got dressed for running, met my
friend Lisa who lives in Penrith and nervously
chatted, drank coffee and hoped the rain would
hold-off. Midnight came and we were off. Dry
and cool, off through Ambleside where the
drunk pub crowd cheered us on and then up a
bridle path and up and up. Just like a TACH run
but more people, stayed with Lisa for a bit idly
chatting trying not to go too fast but after an hour
or so I moved off and just ran in the zone
enjoying the dark and after a while the rocky
descent, concentrating on not falling over as it
was wet and slippy. Kentmere was soon reached
and CP1 - a quick use of the loo, checked-in,
grabbed a cup of water and off out. Still dark
wanting to keep moving, idly chatted to a few
men but then back in the head torch corridor as
we took to the trails again heading up the valley
towards Haweswater with a big climb over a
pass on the way. Looking back there was a
fabulous crocodile of head torches moving up
the valley; quite a sight.
I had looked a few times at the route prior to the
race but never lingered long, when the route
seems to cover the whole of the eastern Lakes
and you need 3 x 1:25,000 maps to look at it, it
all becomes a bit scary, so I had avoided it. It was
what it was and all I needed to do was follow the
markers and run from CP to CP, eat, drink and
keep going. My mantra - "being tired is not a
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reason to stop". Simple and true and I knew that
to complete this was a matter of keeping focused
and my mind controlled. There's no room for
thinking about stopping or resting, "constant
forward progress" - repeat.
As I ascended and descended the first big pass,
my strengths and training were rewarded
overtaking on the way up with a good walking
pace and on the way down with familiarity and
confidence on rocky terrain. I'm not fast on the
flat but I can go up and down at a decent pace.
Dawn came as I reached the shores of
Haweswater and CP2. Quick stop for drink, then
on around the lake, I'd like to say the sun rose
but there was no sun, it just got light. However
it was a beautiful and welcome sight, head torch
off - hopefully for the rest of the race all being
well.
Runners were by now quite spaced out after 5
hours of running, CP3 was a low point or at least
the final mile or so on road getting to it, and the
2 miles on road leaving it, were low points. The
CP near Bampton was the first of many pots of
instant porridge I ate and very welcoming
considering the early hour. The marshals and CP
volunteers were so encouraging and cheerful
throughout and the food plentiful and varied, I
had a drop bag at two points with my own food
and changes of clothes/shoes some of which I
used, mostly not.
Eventually the road ended and we were back on
the fells heading south to the east of Ullswater,
the rain started - and pretty much didn't stop the
rest of the day. My waterproof jacket went on as
it was also windy and I didn't want to get cold
and wet. Some nice grassy downhill to CP4 in
Martindale where I actually sat down for the first
time to eat and drink. I had forgotten my target
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time to get to each CP by now so hadn't really
any gauge how I was doing time wise, it felt as if
I'd been running for days but it was barely 9am!
Onward and upward again over the second big
pass, still spaced out and not many people to
chat with but there were runners in sight which
is always encouraging.
I had set out with a vague plan to try and finish
at the worst before it got dark and at best within
17 - 18 hours. My mind was very far from
calculating how I was doing, I was trying to only
think as far as the next checkpoint but as the race
went on there was always a bit of me imagining
the finish line...
Glenridding was around half way and the first
drop bag. I had to force myself to remove my
pack, sit and eat. I was copying others in the CP,
all men I noted, making sure I drank and ate as
much as I could get down. I'd made a huge
selection of food: rice pudding, banana and
goats cheese pancakes, oatbars, energy balls,
muffins... it's always a struggle for me to run and
eat but I was very aware that without fuel I
would
not
manage another
however many
miles - not an
option not to eat.
Dry socks were
welcome as was
a coffee but 5 or
so minutes was
enough: to stay
any length of
time makes it
harder for me to
get going again.
More up, for a while on the same course as last
year’s 55 km route, so a bit familiar. I was feeling
good, plenty in my legs, happy to have managed
to eat, ran chatting a bit and then at the top of
the pass as I headed down to Wythburn, I met
up and ran with 3 men, one of whom had gone
wrong from Glenridding and just been up onto
Helvellyn! A fairly catastrophic mistake as it
added miles and a significant extra ascent to his
day. He was fairly OK with it and the fact that
mentally he could continue was impressive. The
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descent was very steep, narrow and rocky (and
yes it was still raining and windy), so we ran in
single file together, and didn't talk much:
companionship in our concentration not to fall
over. I realised we were way too close to each
other, if someone had fallen we'd all have gone
like 4 fragile cards in a row. With a steep gully
to a roaring stream to our right this was simply
not an option - it all went unsaid until we were
safely down and then spontaneous nervous
chatter about the danger of what we had just
done.
There was a brief easy bit to the next CP, a wide
trail headed gently downhill becoming tarmac
before a steep scrambly ascent beside and
seemingly in a stream up onto Watendlath Fell
and by far the worst bit of the race. A classic
Lakeland bog. Enough said. Lurched across it
together with the man who'd gone up Helvellyn.
This was a real 'dig deep' moment and having
someone to swear with about how hideous and
energy-sapping it was made all the difference!
It ended, of
course and we
were back on
better trails, mud
and puddles =
fine, knee-thigh
deep bog = NOT
fine!
Another CP and
change of shoes
(good
timing
after the bog) yes the spanky
new blue Inov8's
in which I felt rather conspicuous! My new
running friend commented that they looked
rather new and there was plenty of time for the
'long story' about why I'd had to buy them. He
soon pulled away as it was fairly flat for a while
and with a strong headwind I was struggling, so
frustratingly I walked when it wasn't even a hill!
We were heading for the final big pass over into
the Langdale Valley. Not many runners around
now, although did have a chat with a guy for a
while who sensibly had poles and soon power
walked past me and my slow plod up, up, up the
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zig zag trail. On the top it was very windy and
wet, the paths were streams, but my new shoes
performed excellently. Aware of the fatigue in
my legs and potential for tripping I made a
cautious descent over the very rocky ground
until the flat trail into Great Langdale and the
final CP.
Here we met the 55km runners on the same final
8 miles or so. This was me a year ago, overtaking
the 110km runners and noticing their fatigue,
wishing them well and working out how much
longer they'd been out than me (10 hours). Now
it was me, trying to run anything that wasn't up
hill. The rain may have stopped but there was no
way I had the energy to take of my jacket, I don't
remember the weather or anything much. I ran
past the point I'd had to start walking last year,
where my calf pain became too great and that
was a huge mental boost - twice as far and no
injury, only 3 miles to go.
Finally the very steep road back down to
Ambleside, tears in my eyes as I realised it was
nearly over. I don't remember ever wanting to
stop moving and sit down as much as I did in the
final few miles. Finally you can let the mind go
and just wish for it all to end, knowing it soon
will. The final stretch to the finish appeared,
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blessedly flat. From somewhere I had the
thought that I'd better take my pack off so my
number could be seen (on the back of the pack)
and I could be identified through the finish. I
wanted my name mentioned after all those hours
of effort out there!
16 hour and 40 minutes. Never more than 50
miles ever again I said as I received my medal well we've all said things that! My Helvellyn
friend from earlier was there sitting down eating
the food we were given. Too early yet for me to
eat but a hug and a seat were very welcome.
I was in the end 4th overall woman and 1st V50,
hard to believe at the time and still now. I was
'allowed' on the actual podium as the 3rd place
woman wasn't there and although I felt a bit of a
fraud it was quite nice!
It is hard to put into words how this felt. I don't
see myself (still) as a particularly fast or good
runner, I've stumbled into off-road marathons
and ultras over the last 4 years, I have proved to
myself I have the mental strength to keep going
and I have finally managed to eat and run. I put
in a lot of training miles leading up to the race, I
didn't' get injured, I learnt from Judith to pace
myself better. I love running. That's all it takes.
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Injury Prevention

(Stefan Zurakowski)

Editor’s note: Stefan spent many years working for the BBC in London, then retrained as an Osteopath,
before moving to the Chew Valley in 2014, where he runs a practice in Bishop Sutton. Although mainly
a cyclist, Stefan runs with the Stanton Harriers, Simon and Judith's Wednesday night trail running group,
and is training for Rok the Stones 2017.
http://www.avalonosteopathicclinic.co.uk/
Most people reading this will be doing so because you love to run and the philosophy behind my advice
is to keep you running. The way I approach my own body, and those of my patients, is to use the analogy
that it's easier to prevent a fire starting than it is to put one out and to clean-up the mess afterwards. With
all injuries, prevention is better than cure and some simple knowledge can go a long way to keep you
injury free. There is a sliding scale with all non-traumatic injuries, for instance, it would be very rare to
wake up and suddenly have one of these three conditions. You will probably notice a niggling pain,
gradually increasing in intensity until it has become an injury.
These are the three most common injuries that I see in both novice and experienced runners, and
following that, some simple ways to avoid them.
Plantar fasciitis:
The plantar fascia is a thick band of connective
tissue that connects the heel bone to the base of
the toes. In plantar fasciitis, it becomes stretched
and inflamed and it can be incredibly painful and
troublesome to overcome. The characteristic
symptoms are pain in the sole of the foot, at its
most intense as soon as you get out of bed,
easing the longer you are on your feet.
Knee pain:
I've used the term knee pain and not “runner’s
knee” because the latter is a specific injury type
that, in my experience, is quite rare. If pain or
visible swelling is present for any length of time
following a trauma, then it's possible that there
is some tissue damage and it may need medical
assessment. If your knees ache during or after
running and this is gradually getting worse, then
it's something that should be addressed.
Muscle soreness:
This might seem obvious but the reason your
muscles ache can vary. As a novice, when you
start to run you expect your muscles to ache as
they are adapting to exercise and this is relatively
normal. Similarly, as you increase speed or
length of runs there's an adaptation period where
you will ache post-run. If you experience high
levels of stiffness 24 hours post-exercise that lasts
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for several days this is a sign of Delayed Onset
Muscle Soreness (DOMS) and is more
problematic. It's caused by an accumulation of
microtrauma to the muscle tissue and associated
inflammation that induces pain.
The good news is that all of these conditions can
be minimised or mediated with some simple
good practice.
All your workouts should consist of a warm up
period, the main exercise session and then a cool
down period. The best way to achieve this is to
perform whatever movements you are about to
do but with less intensity and with a gradually
increasing range of movement. The warm-up
will allows the muscles to gradually increase
their demand for blood and give the body time
to react and supply it. The cool-down allows the
body to remove the waste products from the
muscles and gradually slow down the blood flow
again to normal levels. This is the part that is
most often missed out of a session but it's
probably the most important in the long term.
It surprises some people that I never stretch after
exercise and I rarely advise others to do so either.
Exceptions to this are when there is a specific
group of muscles that is misbalancing
somewhere so needs to be addressed specifically
or if you run every day.
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There are many different opinions on stretching
and they could warrant a whole article but I
advise you to take them all (this included) with
a pinch of salt. What seems to be agreed on is
that stretching after exercise is most beneficial
and I don't dispute this: it's the way stretching is
done that makes it difficult to universally
recommend.
After a long run, stretching feels like a chore so
motivation is poor and it's done by paying lip
service to it. I've seen more poor stretching than
good technique so the time spent is wasted plus
the muscle is already traumatised. The
biomechanics of stretching is complex and to
perfectly stretch your hamstrings will require a
slightly different alignment of hip and foot to
someone else. As most have learnt to stretch
from someone else who may or may not
understand what they're doing, it's possible
you're not using your time effectively.
I think a better approach is a focused session
with good technique on a foam roller where you
self-stretch the muscle and effectively target the
area that needs it. This can be done in a few
minutes the day after exercise when the trauma
to the muscles has calmed down. There are
plenty of instructional videos available on the
Internet to show you how to use them and if you
can make this habitual, you will use your time
more efficiently. That said, if you won't consider
this, stick with stretching but try to learn from a
physio or another professional.
Running is mostly driven by the legs but the
upper body and arms are important too. The
next time you run, try clamping your arms
rigidly by your sides and notice how difficult it is
to maintain any kind of flow. The movement of
the arms reciprocates the movement of the legs
and how well they can do this depends on the

movement in our thoracic spine or upper back.
As most of us spend a lot of time hunched over
a computer it's a good idea to do a weekly
session of yoga or similar to counteract this and
it will add-in a session of effective stretching to
your joints, every muscle group and you should
learn better technique.
Don't run through pain - it's there as a warning
signal. When starting out it can be difficult to
differentiate between an ache and a pain but the
criteria I apply to myself is, if it's sharp pain
around a joint, then I will take some time to find
out what is causing it. Allow yourself time to
rest. The human body is fantastic at adaptation
which is the ability to respond to change, so
constant variety of challenge will have more
benefit than constant repetition. This includes
the content of workout as well as the regularity
as if you give the body a routine, it simply
becomes its new normal so the effective benefit
is reduced.
It's great to be enthusiastic but I think that your
body will thank you for starting-off gently and
giving it time to recover as you progress. The
body is an amazing thing and we expect a lot
from it so it makes sense to respect it and
occasionally listen to what it wants from you.
I'm more than happy to talk things though with
people so if you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me.
For full disclosure, I probably run a lot less than
you do and most of my weekly exercise consists
of functional movement-based activity and I
practice yoga at least twice a week.

Disclaimer: Stefan is a qualified osteopath and a runner; this article is informed by his experience of both.
The contents are informed by research and clinical experience but are not intended to take the place of
medical advice. If in doubt, get it checked.
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Running Nutrition

Emma Postlethwaite

Cocoa and Black Bean Cookies
Free from gluten, dairy and refined sugar. This is a recipe for dark chocolate-aholics. These are very dark
chocolate 'cookies' with a fudgey texture made from black beans. Slightly adapted from the original
recipe by Anna Jones (from her book: A Modern Way to Cook).
Ingredients:

Method:

2 tbsp. chia seeds

Start ahead by soaking the chia seeds in 4 tbsp. of water and leave them for 10
mins to soak up. Heat the oven to 190 degrees, and line a baking tray with
greaseproof paper.

100ml maple syrup
0.5 tsp vanilla
extract
1 400g tin of black
beans, rinsed and
drained
3 tbsp. coconut oil
40g cocoa powder
Pinch of salt
50g dark chocolate
30g cranberries
40g dates

Chop the dates as small as you can, and also chop the cranberries and dark
chocolate. In a small bowl, mix together the maple syrup, soaked chia seeds,
vanilla extract. Add the coconut oil (you may have to warm it 15 secs in the
microwave if it is solid), dates and cranberries.
In a food processor, blend the black beans until they are smooth, then add some
of the wet syrup/date mixture and blend. Then add the cocoa and pinch of salt,
then the remainder of the syrup mixture and dark chocolate. It will be
moderately soft but not too liquid.
Scoop big tablespoons amounts onto the lined baking tray and
flatten/smooth/shape with your fingers/back of the spoon. They won't spread in
the oven, just firm up on the outside

Bake for 20-25 minutes (depending on size of your cookies). Supposedly until the edges are brown, but
since they start off dark brown, it's hard to tell! But they will still be soft when you remove from the oven,
and will remain fairly soft and fudgey when cooled.
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Runmeisters’ Review

Bubbles Young & Joe Hussey

The calendar for 2017 is steadily filling-up, but there are still plenty of opportunities to lead a long or
short run, so please contact Bubbles Young or Joe Hussey if you wish to volunteer.
This is the latest weekly run summary, but venues and leaders are subject to change, so always check the
weekly e-mail for the latest information.

Date

Venue

Leader - Long

Leader - Short

17-Nov-16

Beaufort Arms, Hawkesbury Upton, GL9 1AU

Liz Noakes

Andy Fagg

24-Nov-16

The Lamplighters, Station Road, Shirehampton,
BS11 9XA

Rob Spate

Emma Bagley

01-Dec-16

The Dark Horse, Saint George, BS5 9HX

Jonathon Gledson

Bubbles Young

08-Dec-16

Barley Mow, Old Market, BS2 0LF

Luke Taylor

Ivan Batchelor

15-Dec-16

The Railway Inn, Sandford, BS25 5RA

Ian Kilgarriff

Judith Chubb-Whittle

22-Dec-16

Mason's Arm's, Stapleton, BS16 1DT

Matt Milkins

Emma Postlethwaite

29-Dec-16

Carpenters Arms, Stanton Wick, BS39 4BX

Emila Zielinska

Simon Whittle

05-Jan-17

Eldon House, BS8 1BT

Antony Clark

N/A

12-Jan-17

Rose & Crown, Wick, BS30 5QH

Jarek Turif

Emila Zielinska

19-Jan-17

TBC

7:00 start
Matt Milkins

7.15 start
leader TBC

26-Jan-17

TBC

TBC

TBC

02-Feb-17

The Miners Arms, St Werberghs, BS2 9YQ

TBC

Nicky Hodges

09-Feb-17

TBC

TBC

Liz Little

16-Feb-17

The George, Abbots Leigh, BS8 3RP

Rachel Foyle

Andy Fagg

23-Feb-17

Marshfield

Matt Milkins

Sam Milkins

02-Mar-17

Bowl Inn, Almondsbury, BS32 4DT

TBC

Emma Bagley

09-Mar-17

The Angel, Long Ashton, BS41 9LT

Andy Fagg

Cathy Fagg

16-Mar-17

Failand??

Emma Postlethwaite

Cindy Crossland

23-Mar-17

The Chequers, Hanham, BS15 3NU

Natasha Brean

Bubbles Young

30-Mar-17

Cross Hands Hotel, Old Sodbury, BS37 6RJ

Bubbles Young

TBC
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